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Installation Instructions for

Support Outside Rigger With Conductive
Connector 700TTSORGCC_

1

920TTSORC

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION:

This product is suitable for indoor dry locations only.

Use the rigid standoffs every four feet of a Single-Circuit

T~trak™ run.

SPECIAL INSTALLATIONS

Resizing the Support Rod

1A

From the end without the trak connector, mark the

section of the support rod that needs to be shortened.

TRAK CONNECTOR

SUPPORT ROD

HACKSAW

Cut the marked sections with a hacksaw.

Clean the burrs off the cut section.

45°

CABLE POST

AIRCRAFT CABLE

SUPPORT ROD

H

L

SUPPORT POST

Installing the Cable & Support Post

The cable post should be mounted above the support

post at a minimum of 45° angle to properly lock the

aircraft cable in position.

Use the tables on the next page to determine the cable

post position relative to the support post.
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AIRCRAFT CABLE

CABLE POST

THREADED
WASHER#6-32 SET SCREW

1/16 ALLEN WRENCH

Feed the aircraft cable into the cable post and tighten

the #6-32 set screw with the 1/16 Allen wrench.

CABLE POST

#6-32 SET SCREW

1/16 ALLEN WRENCH

THREADED
WASHER

SUPPORT POST

Push the support rod all the way into the support post

and tighten the #6-32 set screw with the 1/16 Allen

wrench.

Repeat steps 1 through 9 for all other support outside

riggers.

ANGLE EQUATION FOR HEIGHT (H)

45°

60°

H = L

H = 1.7 x L

LENGTH (L)

36"

24"

12"

36"

24"

12"

62"

42"

21"

(H) FOR 45° (H) FOR 60°

Mark the locations of the cable and support post onto

the wall.

With a hammer tap the anchors at the marked points

into the wall up to the threaded portion.

Screw the anchors in the rest of the way with a Phillips

screwdriver.

ANCHOR

WALL

#8 SCREW

THREADED
WASHER

ANCHOR

Attach the threaded washer to the anchor with the #8

screw.

CABLE OR
SUPPORT POST

THREADED
WASHER

Screw the cable and support posts to the threaded

washers.
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Installing the Support Outside

Rigger

AIRCRAFT CABLE

TAB

TRIM OFF
EXCESS CABLE

Push the wire grip tab down and feed the aircraft cable

through the hole.

After adjusting the support outside rigger, release the

tab to lock the outside rigger in position. Trim off the

excess aircraft cable for a nice and neat look.

AIRCRAFT CABLE

TAB

TRIM OFF
EXCESS CABLE

Support outside riggers with over 36" support rod come

with additional wire grip in the middle of the support

rod. Repeat the applicable steps for installing the

additional wire grip.

Mount the Single-Circuit T~trak™

to the Support Outside Rigger

NOTE: The two provided plastic inserts are not used

in this procedure.
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HOUSING NIPPLE

HOUSING

CONDUCTIVE
CONNECTOR

4A

1

2

3

Unscrew the housing nipple from the housing by

turning the housing nipple counterclockwise.

Remove the housing and the conductive connector from

the housing nipple.

Remove the conductive connector from the housing.
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THE OTHER
SINGLE-CIRCUIT
T~TRAK SECTION

CONDUCTIVE
CONNECTOR

ONE SINGLE-CIRCUIT
T~TRAK SECTION

WHITE SIDE

GRAY SIDE

WHITE SIDE

GRAY SIDE

4B

1/16 ALLEN
WRENCH

#6-32
SET SCREW

Loosen the two #6-32 set screws

with the provided 1/16 Allen wrench so that the Single-

Circuit T~trak sections could fit inside the conductive

connector ends.

Look inside the conductive connector and make sure

that the white insulator is facing up toward the ceiling.

Push two Single-Circuit T~trak sections all the way into

the conductive connector ends with their white side up.

Tighten the two #6-32 set screws completely with the

(Do Not Remove)4

4
6

NOTE: When the Single-Circuit T~trak is formed

into a shape, the ends become staggered. The

staggered ends have to be cut even with a

hacksaw. Refer to the Single-Circuit T~trak

instructions to trim the ends before proceeding

with these steps.
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#4-40
SET SCREW

4C

0.05 ALLEN
WRENCH

Tighten the two #4-40 set screw with the provided 0.05

Allen wrench for a proper power connection.
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HOUSING NIPPLE

HOUSING
CONDUCTIVE
CONNECTOR

4D

Place the middle of the conductive connector into the

housing.

Tighten the housing to the housing nipple by rotating

the housing nipple clockwise. Make sure the other end

of the Single-Circuit T~trak sections are secured with

the other standoffs (

).

This procedure will require two

people

8

10 Cut the excess aircraft cable for a nice and neat look

with a sharp cutter after leveling all standoffs to the

desired height.

NOTE: In case of cross threading, unscrew the

housing from the housing nipple and repeat step 9.
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HOUSING NIPPLE

HOUSING

CONDUCTIVE
CONNECTOR

SPECIAL INSTALLATION:

Converting the Outside Rigger

NOTE: In the event that the outside rigger
cannot be located directly above the conductive
connector, the following steps will allow for the
outside rigger to be installed in close proximity
to the conductive connector while still providing
support and a connection between Single-
Circuit T~trak sections.

Unscrew the housing nipple from the housing by

turning the housing nipple counterclockwise.

Remove the housing and the conductive connector from

the housing nipple.

Remove the conductive connector from the housing.

Place one of the provided plastic inserts (with open

section facing up) all the way into bottom of the

housing.

Place the Single-Circuit T~trak into the housing. Make

sure that the Single-Circuit T~trak white insulator is

facing up toward the ceiling.

Push the other plastic insert (with open section facing

down) onto the Single-Circuit T~trak.

WHITE SIDE

GRAY SIDE

SINGLE-CIRCUIT T~TRAK

HOUSING

PLASTIC INSERT

PLASTIC INSERT
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ONE SINGLE-CIRCUIT
T~TRAK SECTION

1

CONDUCTIVE
CONNECTOR

1/16 ALLEN
WRENCH

#6-32
SET SCREW THE OTHER

SINGLE-CIRCUIT
T~TRAK SECTION
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HOUSING

HOUSING NIPPLE
1
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NOTE: In case of cross threading, unscrew the

housing from the housing nipple and repeat step 7.

Tighten the housing nipple to the housing by screwing

the housing nipple clockwise. Make sure not to cross

thread.

7

WHITE SIDE

GRAY SIDE

1

5D

Loosen the two #6-32 set screws

with the provided 1/16 Allen wrench so that the Single-

Circuit T~trak sections could fit inside the conductive

connector ends.

Look inside the conductive connector and make sure

that the white insulator is facing up toward the ceiling.

Push one end of the conductive connector all the way

onto the Single-Circuit T~trak section.

Push another Single-Circuit T~track section all the way

into the other end of the conductive connector with its

white side up.

Tighten the two #6-32 set screws completely with the

1/16 Allen wrench.

(Do Not Remove)8
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CONDUCTIVE CONNECTOR

1

#4-40 SET SCREW

0.05 ALLEN
WRENCH

12 12

7

1

5E

Tighten the two #4-40 set screw with the provided 0.05

Allen wrench for a proper power connection.

Cut the excess aircraft cable for a nice and neat look

with a sharp cutter after leveling all standoffs to the

desired height.
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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